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This policy applies to  
 

Link Group Link Housing Link Living Link Property
 

Horizon Larkfield West Highland Lintel Trust
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     This policy is to defines the circumstances and conditions under which the 
Association may lease properties to other organisations for residential purposes. 

 

 

 The purpose of this policy is to define the circumstances and conditions under 
which the Association may lease properties to other organisations for residential 
purposes. 

 

 
The operation of this policy will always be in accordance with Link’s Equality, 
Diversity and Inclusion policy. 
 
 

This policy fully complies with the Data Protection Act 1998 and Link’s Data 
Protection Policy 
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1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE  

The purpose of this policy is to define the circumstances and conditions under 
which the Association may lease properties to other organisations for residential 
purposes. 

The Executive Team and the Housing and Communities Manager have delegated 
authority to enter into leasing arrangements in line with this policy but any 
proposal to lease which falls out with the terms of this policy must be submitted 
for approval to the Board 

2. CONTEXT  

The Scottish Housing Regulator (SHR) expects RSLs to maximise security of 
tenure for tenants. As set out in the SHR Disposals Guidance of 2016, the SHR 
requires that RSLs should provide Scottish Secure Tenancies (SSTs) for tenants 
receiving support in mainstream, self-contained housing. The Guidance 
recognises that in certain circumstances where this is not possible, it is 
acceptable to lease properties to an organisation with the appropriate skills and 
expertise. The organisation, in turn, enters into an approved occupancy 
agreement with the residents.  

The Association has a well-established record of working in partnership with a 
range of organisations and local authorities to enable supported independent 
living, including organisations whose main purpose is to provide care and support. 
These partnerships are integral to the delivery of the Association’s vision and 
strategic objectives. 

3. POLICY OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this policy are: 
 

• To facilitate access to a suitable home for people with complex care and 
support needs; 

 

• To ensure residents of Horizon properties have the maximum security of 
tenure possible, irrespective of support needs 

 

• To support effective communication between agencies  
 

• To ensure appropriate quality of home and support, with appropriate 
safeguards.  
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4. PRINCIPLES 
 
Generally, where accommodation is self- contained and long term the Association 
will normally provide direct tenancies using SSTs. 
 
Leases may be appropriate where: 
 

• the accommodation is shared by unrelated adults who require a planned 
programme of ongoing care and support and the financial viability of the 
arrangements for the care and support suggest that a lease arrangement with 
the local authority may help mitigate potential reductions in care and support 
funding. 

• the accommodation has been designated as a registered care home by the 
Care Inspectorate. 

• the accommodation is part of a pool of temporary accommodation, used by a 
local authority to house individuals who are temporarily homeless;  

• refuge accommodation is being provided, supported by, for example, 
Women’s’ Aid 

• office accommodation is required by a care and support provider, providing 
care and support to tenants of the Association and others in the surrounding 
area 

• there is a need for emergency decant accommodation, e.g. where a local 
authority or another RSL etc requires such accommodation because of fire, 
flood, etc 

 
The above examples are illustrative rather than exhaustive. 
 
The Association will make every reasonable effort to safeguard its properties and the 
people living in them.  In determining an organisation’s suitability as a lessee, the 
Association will consider the constitutional or company status of the organisation, its 
track record as a care and support provider and its financial position. 
 
The Association will ensure that the agency leasing the property should provide 
tenancy or occupancy agreements which are legally compliant, and within the 
circumstances, maximise security of tenure for the occupants.   
 
In line with SHR guidance of 2016 on Consents and Disposals, where the 
Association leases properties for non-residential use it will be to support a residential 
or day care service or where there is some community benefit in keeping with the 
Association’s overall strategic objectives. 
 
A clear audit trail will be maintained of all decisions in relation to leases, including 
decisions not to enter into leased arrangements, setting out the rationale for decision-
making 
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5. APPROACH AND METHOD 

5.1 In the majority of cases, the Association lets accommodation to individuals 
and families using Scottish Secure Tenancies.  The Association’s preferred 
approach, in line with Regulatory guidance, is to have direct lets to individual tenants.  
However there may be circumstances where a lease is the most appropriate 
arrangement taking account of the nature and purpose of the accommodation, and 
any underpinning financial considerations relating to the best interests of the current 
or prospective residents.  

5.2  Rent and service charges  
 
5.2.1 Rents will be defined and set dependent on the nature of the accommodation 
and its use, as detailed in below.   
 

• Properties which could otherwise be directly let on a self contained 
residential tenancy basis: 

 
Rent charges will be based on the equivalent rent, with any applicable service 
charges, for the property as if directly let on a SST; taking account of intended 
use and anticipated wear and tear on the property.  
 

• Shared supported housing 
Where the accommodation, which forms the subject of the lease, is shared, 
the rental charges will be as defined in the Association’s rental policy, an 
extract from which is set out below, showing the points applied in these 
instances. 

 

Pointing affecting shared/group style 
living 

 

Shared house kitchen area 2 

Sleepover room 8 

Staff office 10 

Additional bathroom 10 

Amenity room 9 

Additional wear and tear discretionary 

 

• Properties let on a full repairing and insuring basis 
 

Where the lease is a full repairing lease and the lessee is responsible for the 
majority of day to day repairs and maintenance, it is recognised that the 
lessee may levy a rental or occupancy charge which, whilst derived from that 
charged by the Association, is different. In such cases the Association will  as 
part of its lease agreement, seek to cap the maximum differential between the 
rent it would charge and that which can be charged by the lessee; generally 
this would be no higher than 15% above the equivalent overall rent charged by 
the Association, provided this does not exceed the local housing allowance 
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•  Residential, but non-domestic, property e.g. care homes 
 

Rent and service charges will be set in relation to the terms of the lease, its 
length, number of residents, the nature and use of the property, financial 
assumption at the point of build, acquisition, conversion or refurbishment 
including investment requirements over the life of the property   

 

• Non-residential property 
 

Where a lease relates to a property being used for a purpose other than 
residential, e.g. for use as an office, the Association will consider on its merits the 
rent to be charged, ensuring that there are appropriate arrangements in place for 
charging of VAT where it is deemed to be a commercial lease. 
 
These will be reviewed annually and proposed charges will be included in the 
annual rent review paper to the Board setting out proposals for the next financial 
year. 

5.2.2  Review of rents and service charges  
 
These will be reviewed annually after discussion with the lessee and proposed 
charges will be included in the annual rent review paper to the Board setting out 
proposals for the next financial year.  

6. MONITORING AND REPORTING 
 
Annual documented liaison meetings will be held to review the operation 
of any leases, and their continuing applicability. 

 

The number of leases, their duration and purpose and the lessees will be 
reported annually to the Board along with information on any 

management issues relating to the conduct of the lease.  This will help 
ensure that the Association does not become divorced from the lease 

arrangements. 

7. POLICY REVIEW 
 
Horizon Housing undertakes  to review this policy regularly, at least every five years   
with regard to:  
 

• Applicable legislation, rules, regulations and guidance  

• Changes in the organisation  

• Continued best practice 
 
 


